Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 02/28/2009

To: San Francisco

Attn: 

From: San Francisco

Contact: IA

San Jose RA

Approved By: 

Drafted By: Ibbt

Case ID #: (Pending)

S04H-SF-143728 -1 (Pending)

Title: DOMAIN MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION LIAISON

Synopsis: Document located within the San Francisco jurisdiction.

Details: Part of the Domain Management Team's mandate is to found within the San Francisco's jurisdiction. These not only those found in the unclassified arena, but those held under higher security.

In this vein, writer took the lead in locating the data sets for the

On 2/12/2009 and 2/24/2009, respectively, contact was initiated by writer with the following two individuals:

1) 

2) 

S:

56LBT01,542
To: San Francisco
From: San Francisco
Re: 02/28/2009

Analyst Note: Through additional email and phone inquiries to FBIHQ, Cyber HQ's Springfield's and Sacramento's writer found the data sets were available via A hard copy of the data was Bumailed to writer on 2/24/2009 and the receipt of the data sets are anticipated via email next week. Additionally, through the contact established with PSA[________], writer was advised SA[________] San Francisco, was interested in obtaining the same data. Writer contacted SA[________] and will email him a copy upon receipt. [End Note]
Accomplishment Information:

Number: 2  
Type: DI-LIAISON-CONTACT (FEDERAL AGENCY)  
ITU: INTEL PROGRAM  
Claimed By: 
SSN: 
Name: 
Squad: 

To: San Francisco  
From: San Francisco  
Re: 02/28/2009
LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Info)

SAN FRANCISCO
AT OAKLAND, CA

To provide information on liaison conducted with the

for the Northern California Region.

++